The metabolic role of IL-6 produced during exercise: is IL-6 an exercise factor?
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For most of the last century, researchers have searched for a muscle contraction-induced factor that mediates some of the exercise effects in other tissues such as the liver and the adipose tissue. It has been called the ‘work stimulus’, the ‘work factor’ or the ‘exercise factor’. In the search for such a factor, a cytokine, IL-6, was found to be produced by contracting muscles and released into the blood. It has been demonstrated that IL-6 has many biological roles such as: (1) induction of lipolysis; (2) suppression of TNF production; (3) stimulation of cortisol production. The IL-6 gene is rapidly activated during exercise, and the activation of this gene is further enhanced when muscle glycogen content is low. In addition, carbohydrate supplementation during exercise has been shown to inhibit the release of IL-6 from contracting muscle. Thus, it is suggested that muscle-derived IL-6 fulfils the criteria of an exercise factor and that such classes of cytokines could be termed ‘myokines’.

IL-6: Cytokines: Muscle: Exercise: Training

For most of the last century researchers searched for a muscle contraction-induced factor that could mediate some of the exercise-induced changes in other organs such as the liver and the adipose tissue. Erling Asmussen discussed this factor in his introductory talk in a symposium held in Dallas in January 1966 and published in Circulation (see Winocour et al. 1992): ‘For every state of physical exercise, there is a carefully controlled level of pulmonary function, ventilation of cardiac output, and of deep body temperature. These levels are maintained at least as precisely as the resting level, and the controlling feedback systems are the same in exercise as during rest; only the set-point has been changed. For years the search for the stimulus that initiates and maintains this change of excitability or sensibility of the regulating centers in exercise has been going on. For lack of more precise knowledge, it has been called the ‘work stimulus’ or ‘the work factor’.

In the present paper ‘exercise factor’ is used as the preferred term to cover the effects of muscle contractions as such. It is clear that the signalling pathways from contracting muscles to other organs are not associated with the nervous system, as electrical stimulation of paralysed muscles in patients with spinal cord injuries induces in essence the same physiological changes as those in intact subjects (Kjaer et al. 1996).

Recently, it was demonstrated that exercise induces IL-6 gene transcription locally in contracting skeletal muscle (Pedersen et al. 2001; Febbraio & Pedersen, 2002). In addition, an exercising limb releases high amounts of IL-6 into the blood (Pedersen et al. 2001; Febbraio & Pedersen, 2002). The present review will discuss whether IL-6 may represent a link between skeletal muscle and peripheral organs such as adipose tissue.

Plasma concentrations of IL-6 during exercise

Plasma IL-6 levels increase dramatically (≤100-fold) in response to exercise (Pedersen & Hoffman-Goetz, 2000;
Pedersen et al. 2001; Febbraio & Pedersen, 2002). The finding of increased levels of IL-6 after exercise is a remarkably consistent finding (for review, see Pedersen et al. 2003).

Recent studies clearly demonstrate that muscle contractions without any muscle damage induce a marked elevation in plasma IL-6 (Pedersen et al. 2001, 2003; Febbraio & Pedersen, 2002).

In addition to the effects of exercise intensity, duration and mode, it has also been suggested that the exercise-induced increase in plasma IL-6 is related to the sympathoadrenal response to exercise. However, when volunteers are infused with adrenaline in order to closely mimic the increase in plasma adrenaline during 2.5 h of running exercise, plasma IL-6 increases only 4-fold during the infusion but increases 30-fold during the exercise (Steensberg et al. 2001b). Thus, it seems that adrenaline only plays a minor role in the exercise-induced increase in plasma IL-6.

Another finding in relation to exercise is increased circulating levels of other anti-inflammatory cytokines and cytokine inhibitors, such as IL-1 receptor antagonist and TNF-α receptors and the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 (Pedersen et al. 2001, 2003; Febbraio & Pedersen, 2002).

Most studies have reported that exercise does not induce an increase in plasma levels of TNF-α (Pedersen et al. 2001, 2003; Febbraio & Pedersen, 2002) and it seems that exercise induces a very strong anti-inflammatory cytokine response, with the appearance of IL-6 in the circulation being by far the most marked and its appearance preceding that of other cytokines.

Muscle-derived IL-6: source of origin?

Based on the common belief that the exercise-induced increase in IL-6 is a consequence of an immune response it has been hypothesized that the immune cells are responsible for this increase (Nehlsen-Canarella et al. 1997). However, IL-6 mRNA in monocytes does not increase with exercise (Ullum et al. 1994; Moldoveanu et al. 2000). Furthermore, monocytes staining positive for IL-6 either do not change (Starkie et al. 2000) or decrease during exercise (Starkie et al. 2001b). Recently, the hypothesis that the liver releases IL-6 during exercise was tested in human subjects by measuring IL-6 across the hepato-splanchnic viscera. It was observed that rather than releasing IL-6, the liver actually eliminates this cytokine during exercise (Febbraio et al. 2003a).

A number of studies have demonstrated that working muscle produces IL-6. Thus, muscle biopsies obtained before and after exercise in human subjects (Ostrowski et al. 1998; Starkie et al. 2001a; Steensberg et al. 2001a) and rats (Jonsdottir et al. 2000) demonstrate very little IL-6 mRNA in resting muscle but a ≤100-fold increase in exercising skeletal muscle. In one study (Jonsdottir et al. 2000) rats were subjected to electrically-stimulated eccentric or concentric contractions of the one hind leg, while the other leg remained at rest. Both the eccentric and concentric contractions resulted in elevated levels of IL-6 mRNA locally in the exercised muscle, whereas the level in resting muscle was not elevated. It appears, therefore, that IL-6 production is associated with contracting muscle, and is not a systemic effect.

By measuring femoral arterial–venous differences across an exercising and a resting leg it has been found that only the exercising limbs release IL-6 (Steensberg et al. 2000). Moreover, it has been reported that IL-6 is released from an exercising limb during both knee extensor (Steensberg et al. 2001a) and bicycle (Febbraio et al. 2002) exercise. Keller et al. (2001) isolated nuclei from muscle biopsies obtained before and during exercise and demonstrated that the transcription rate for IL-6 increased rapidly and markedly after the onset of exercise. The finding that human muscle cell lines can be stimulated to produce IL-6 further supports the possibility that myocytes could be the origin of IL-6 (C Keller, unpublished results). Recently, the expression of IL-6 was studied by immunohistochemical analysis of biopsies from human muscle tissue undergoing concentric bicycle exercise. IL-6 expression was clearly increased after exercise and remained high even after 24 h relative to pre-exercise or resting individuals (Penkowa et al. 2003).

Muscle-derived IL-6: effect of glycogen

Carbohydrate ingestion attenuates elevations in plasma IL-6 during exercise (Nehlsen-Canarella et al. 1997). It has been demonstrated that carbohydrate ingestion during moderate exercise has no effect on the exercise-induced increase in IL-6 mRNA levels in the working muscle, but instead attenuates the release of IL-6 from working muscle (Febbraio et al. 2003b).

Following exercise a low muscle glycogen level is associated with high levels of IL-6 mRNA (Steensberg et al. 2001a), even when there are no changes in blood glucose levels. In addition, IL-6 is released from the low-glycogen exercising leg after only 60 min of exercise, but after 120 min from the other limb (Steensberg et al. 2001a). Thus, it was concluded that muscle glycogen content is a determining factor for the production of IL-6 across contracting limbs. However, exercise increases the transcription rate of the IL-6 gene in skeletal muscle of human subjects (Keller et al. 2001), a response that is dramatically enhanced under conditions in which muscle glycogen concentrations are low. Thus, pre-exercise intramuscular glycogen content appears to be an important stimulus for the transcription of the IL-6 gene. It is important to note that the recent observation that carbohydrate ingestion during moderate exercise has no effect on exercise-induced increase in IL-6 mRNA (Nehlsen-Canarella et al. 1997) is consistent with the theory that the transcription of the IL-6 gene is mediated by glycogen content, since carbohydrate ingestion does not attenuate the rate of muscle glycogenolysis.

Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the release of IL-6 from working skeletal muscle is positively related to work intensity, glucose uptake and plasma adrenaline concentration (Helge et al. 2003). Thus, there is evidence that suggests that IL-6 release may be linked to the regulation of glucose homeostasis during exercise and/or that IL-6 may work as a sensor of carbohydrate availability.
As discussed earlier, it has been shown that the increase in numbers of circulating neutrophils and lymphocytes.

Inflammatory cytokines IL-10 and IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1ra); the plasma concentrations of the anti-cortisol concentration, insulin concentration (reflecting data in patients with diabetes); the plasma concentrations of the anti-inflammatory cytokines IL-10 and IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1ra); numbers of circulating neutrophils and lymphocytes.

**IL-6: effect on glucose metabolism**

As discussed earlier, it has been shown that the increase in IL-6 mRNA (Keller et al. 2001; Steensberg et al. 2001a), the transcription rate (Keller et al. 2001) and protein release from skeletal muscle (Steensberg et al. 2001a) is augmented when muscle glycogen availability is reduced. Furthermore, in a previous study (Steensberg et al. 2001a) the increased expression of IL-6 was shown to be associated with increased glucose uptake during exercise. This finding suggests that IL-6 may be involved, at least in part, in mediating glucose uptake during exercise. However, when recombinant human (rh) IL-6 is infused into healthy volunteers at rest at physiological concentrations corresponding to the plasma IL-6 levels during prolonged exercise, IL-6 has no influence on glucose metabolism (Fig. 1; Steensberg et al. 2003b). Thus, IL-6 alone at physiological concentrations does not induce hepatic glucose output or increase glucose disposal. It should not be excluded, however, that IL-6 together with another stimulus from contracting muscles is involved in glucose homeostasis during exercise.

**IL-6: effect on fat metabolism**

Wallenius et al. (2002) have demonstrated that IL-6-deficient mice develop mature-onset obesity. In addition, when the mice are treated with IL-6 for 18 d, there is a marked decrease in body weight in the IL-6-knock-out mice, but not in the wild-type mice. A study conducted recently to determine whether physiological concentrations of IL-6 affect lipid metabolism in human subjects (van Hall et al. 2003) has shown that rhIL-6 is associated with an increase in the plasma fatty acid concentration and the rate of appearance of endogenous fatty acids from 90 min after the start of the infusion. The elevated levels reached at the end of rhIL-6 infusion persist for at least 3 h post infusion (Fig. 1). Triacylglycerol concentrations are unchanged during, and reduced after, rhIL-6 infusion, while whole-body fat oxidation together with fatty acid re-esterification increases after the second hour of rhIL-6 infusion. These data identify IL-6 as a potent modulator of fat metabolism in man, increasing lipolysis and fat oxidation without causing hypertriacylglycerolaemia. Importantly, the increase in lipolysis and the rate of appearance of fatty acids do not result in transient impaired glucose disposal (Steensberg et al. 2003b), and this effect is likely to be a result of the concomitant occurrence of fat oxidation. Recent data (E Wolsk-Petersen, BK Pedersen, A Steensberg, C Fischer, C Keller, P Keller, P Plomgaard and M Febbraio, unpublished results) demonstrate that acute rhIL-6 administration increases lipolysis and fatty acid oxidation, with a concomitant decrease in the insulin level to normal values in patients with type 2 diabetes. Thus, IL-6 induces lipolysis without enhancing endogenous glucose production.

The anti-inflammatory effects of exercise

Regular exercise protects against insulin resistance and CVD and low-grade inflammation, including elevated levels of plasma TNF-α, and has been suggested as an important mechanism in these disorders (for review, see Pederson et al. 2003). Recently, it was hypothesized that exercise could inhibit the endotoxin-stimulated increase in circulating levels of TNF-α (Starkie et al. 2003). To test the hypothesis that IL-6 as well as physical exercise inhibits TNF-α production, eight healthy males participated in three experiments in which they either rested, performed bicycling for 3 h or were infused with rhIL-6 for 3 h while they rested. After 2-5 h, the volunteers received a bolus of *Escherichia coli* lipopolysaccharide endotoxin (0.06 ng/kg) intravenously to induce low-grade inflammation. In the control study plasma TNF-α increased markedly in response to endotoxin. In contrast during exercise, which resulted in elevated IL-6, and rhIL-6 infusion the endotoxin-induced increase in TNF-α was completely abolished. The study demonstrated that physical exercise inhibits the production of TNF-α elicited by low-grade endotoxaemia in human subjects, and suggested that exercise-induced IL-6 production may be involved in mediating the effect of exercise on endotoxin-induced TNF-α production. However, other mediators such as adrenaline may contribute to the anti-inflammatory effects of exercise. In general, the findings relating to the effect of exercise on plasma cytokines suggest that exercise induces a strong anti-inflammatory effect (Febbraio & Pedersen, 2002). Thus, following exercise classical anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1 receptor antagonist and IL-10 are present in the circulation. When rhIL-6 is infused into healthy volunteers IL-6 appears to induce both IL-1 receptor antagonist and IL-10 (Fig. 1; Steensberg et al. 2003a).
In addition, rhIL-6 at physiological concentrations induces elevated levels of cortisol (Fig. 1), which closely correspond with changes in the kinetics and concentrations of cortisol in response to exercise (Steensberg et al. 2003a). This finding together with the finding that exercise and rhIL-6 inhibit TNF production may provide a mechanism to explain why physical exercise either reduces the susceptibility to, or improves the symptoms of, diseases associated with low-grade inflammation such as type 2 diabetes and atherosclerosis.

In the study (Wallenius et al. 2002) with IL-6-knockout mice the mice developed maturity-onset obesity and insulin resistance, which was reversed by administration of IL-6. These results clearly show that lack of IL-6 causes insulin resistance. Given that TNF-α may induce insulin resistance (Hotamisligil, 2000), the present findings suggest that exercise may also enhance insulin sensitivity through suppression of TNF-α production. In this connection it is interesting that it has been demonstrated that while IL-6 is released from exercising muscles, TNF is not (Steensberg et al. 2002). Taken together, these findings clearly show that muscle-derived IL-6 is a strong mediator of the anti-inflammatory effects of exercise.

Conclusion

Muscle-derived IL-6 possesses some of the characteristics of a true ‘exercise factor’. Thus, IL-6 may be one of several ‘myokines’, a new term for cytokines produced and released by skeletal muscle that exert their effect in other parts of the body.

The IL-6 gene is not activated in resting muscles, but is rapidly activated by contractions. The IL-6 acts as an energy sensor, being dependent on the glycogen content in the muscle. IL-6 is released from contracting muscles in high amounts and IL-6 exerts its effect on adipose tissue, inducing lipolysis and gene transcription in abdominal subcutaneous fat. Furthermore, IL-6 induces strong anti-inflammatory effects. By its ability to inhibit low-grade TNF-α production, IL-6 may inhibit TNF-α-induced insulin resistance and thereby have an important role in mediating the beneficial health effects of exercise in inactivity and obesity-related disorders such as diabetes and CVD.
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